Abstract: Nickel and cobalt are often responsible for metal-induced allergic contact dermatitis. With the increasing use of cell phones, we observed an increase in cases reports on telephone-related allergic contact dermatitis. The present study evaluated nickel and cobalt release from mobile phones used in Brazil. We evaluated devices of 6 brands and 20 different models using nickel and cobalt allergy spot tests. Of the 20 models, 64.7% tested positive for nickel, with 41.1% positive results for the charger input and 23.5% for other tested areas. None of them was positive for cobalt. Nickel release was more common in older models. Since then, the prevalence of nickel ACD has decreased in some European countries. 5, 6 In 2009, the Directive was revised and applied to mobile phones.
The use of mobile phones has increased exponentially in the last ten years. Data from the Brazilian Telecommunications Agency (Anatel) indicate that, in May 2016, Brazil recorded 255.23 million active mobile telephone lines.
1 Currently, there are several models of mobile devices on the market, most of which contain metal.
Therefore, the widespread use of cell phones has led to a situation in which metal cell phone parts may come into contact with the user's ear and face for prolonged periods of time. Thus, cases of cell phone allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) have been described in the literature.
Nickel and cobalt are the agents commonly responsible for metal-induced ACDs. The concomitance of positive tests to these elements occurs most often by co-sensitization, that is, simultaneous exposure to materials that contain them. 2 Nickel is found in everyday objects such as keys, buckles, and buttons. It is a common allergen, accounting for about 24.5% of the positive tests obtained at specialized clinics in Brazil. 2 The first report of a nickel-induced ACD case caused by a cell phone was described in 2000. Since then, other cases have been reported. 3 In 1994 the European Union Nickel Directive was created to reduce the maximum permissible concentration of the metal in products of direct and prolonged contact with the consumer's skin. 4 Since then, the prevalence of nickel ACD has decreased in some European countries. 5, 6 In 2009, the Directive was revised and applied to mobile phones. 4 The objective of this study was to evaluate nickel and cobalt release from cellular devices used in a São Paulo, Brazil.
The devices were tested for nickel release using dimethylglyoxime (DMG) (Chemo Nickel Test™, Chemotechnique Diagnostics -Vellinge, Sweden), which detects the release of 0.5μg/cm 2 / week with sensitivity of 59% and specificity of 98%. Cobalt, in turn, was investigated using Chemo Cobalt Test™ (Chemo Cobalt Test™, Chemotechnique Diagnostics -Vellinge, Sweden), which detects free cobalt down to a limit of 8 ppm. 7 The positivity of the tests is related to the minimum amount of metal required for triggering ACD in humans. In Brazil, only the nickel detection test is commercially available.
Using flexible cotton swabs, we applied DMG to all metal areas of the phones, which included camera, main button, side buttons, charger and earphone inputs, and sides. (Figure 1 ) After that, we cleaned the device with a dry cloth and repeated the procedure with nitroso R-salt. The test is considered positive when color changes occur (from white to pink, for nickel, and from yellow to red, for cobalt). In the absence of color change, the test is considered negative. Both tests evaluate whether there is metal release from the device and not whether they are present in the metal alloys. Despite the efforts to control the release of allergens, some merketed phones release sufficient levels of nickel to induce ACD. 6 In adults and children, it is important to suspect this diagnosis when the patient presents with eczema on the face, neck, hands, torso, and anterior aspect of the thighs.
Most of the cell phones tested in this study were smartphones, which are currently the most used models. Studies conducted in Europe showed that between 18% and 26% of the tested cell phones tested positive for nickel, with higher rates for non-smartphones. 7 A study conducted in the United States found that 24 of 72 (33%) cell phones yielded positive results for nickel. 8 Our study presented higher results than the aforementioned studies (64.7%). However, considering that a large part (41.1%) of the models analyzed in our study showed positive results only for the charger input (greater wear and tear and reduced user contact), only 23.5% would be related to a possible ACD induction, which would Cell phone accessories were not tested in our study because they do not remain in contact with the user's skin no prolonged periods, ie exposure greater than 30 minutes of continuous or more than 1 hour total of discontinuous skin contact in a day. On the other hand, a recent study revealed through laboratory tests that frequent and short contacts are also capable of releasing sufficient quantities of nickel to cause skin reactions, although they consider that prolonged contact is still a major cause. 10 As observed by Aquino et al. and also revealed by the present study, the finding of nickel in a small number of phone models cannot be extrapolated to the various other models. 8 However, nickel release from some models, even in areas with little user exposure, should draw the attention of physicians, especially when the devices are handled by patients known to be allergic to metals. q
